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ABSTRACT
Transfusion of blood and blood components is a common practice in obstetric wards but it is not without risk. The incidence
of transfusion reactions varies from 4 in every 100 transfusions
for nonhemolytic reactions to 1 in every 40,000 for hemolytic
transfusion reactions. Appropriate and rational use of blood/
components is essential for ensuring availability for the needy
as well as preventing risks of transfusion-transmitted diseases
and saving resources. Rational use means providing the right
blood or products, in the right quantity, to the right patient and
at the right time, bridging demand, and supply gap. The safety,
adequacy, and effectiveness can only be achieved if unnecessary transfusions can be prevented. This article discusses
the physiological basis of transfusion as well as the blood
components involved.
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INTRODUCTION
Obstetric hemorrhage has been the foremost cause for
maternal mortality worldwide. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO),1 over a thousand of all
maternal deaths are unswervingly because of obstetric
hemorrhage. There are many obstetric conditions that
most commonly lead to hemorrhage including placental
abruptions, postpartum hemorrhage, and placenta previa.
Flow of blood to the placenta is around 700 mL/min
at term, so the occurrence of bleeding is most probably
sudden and somewhat difficult to control.2 Transfusion of
blood and its components is a possibly lifesaving process.
Though thorough care is taken in the assortment of blood
donors, processing, storage, and transfusion of blood
products, however, serious transfusion linked difficulties
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might result.3-6 It is the responsibility of the physician to
take care of the necessary steps that a blood product is
indicated, and the standard practices for the transfusion of
the blood is observed.7 Obstetric conditions linked with the
requirement for blood transfusion might cause morbidity
and mortality if not fared appropriately. The increasingly
important issues in blood transfusion are adverse events
associated with transfusion, including potential infection
and potential transmission of prions, rising costs, and
the possible future problems of availability. The aim of
this review is to offer guidance about the appropriate use
of blood products that neither compromises the affected
woman nor exposes her to unnecessary risk.

PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF TRANSFUSION
The major aim for transfusion of blood and its components is to:
• Increase the oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood.
• Replacement of clotting factors which are lost, consumed, or not produced.
Underneath the normal situations, the delivery of
oxygen to the tissues is 1000 mL/min and the oxygen consumption is 200 mL/min. Henceforth, the ratio of oxygen
delivery to oxygen consumption is 5:1. In case of patients
suffering from anemia, hypoxia, or myocardial failure
in whom the utilization is enhanced, and the delivery of
oxygen cannot be enhanced, this ratio of 5:1 will drop in
the patient consuming up the inherent oxygen reserves.
This situation continues until the ratio falls to 2:1 up to
which level the patient rests stable. Thus, the reference
to transfuse a patient must lay emphasis on compensatory capability of the patient and physiologic parameters
and not only on the packed cell volume (PCV) as is the
case normally. Transfusion, thus, is only necessary when
patients cannot counterbalance for their anemia.
When the compensatory mechanisms are normal with
a tolerable oxygen delivery, it might not be obligatory
to transfuse patients until the PCV drops below 16%
(hemoglobin, Hb < 5.3 gm/dL) and in patients with poor
compensatory mechanisms may only be advised when
the PCV drops below 25% (Hb < 8.3 gm/dL).8-10
Hemoglobin usually ranges between 12 and 18 gm/dL
differing on race, age, sex, and medical condition. The capability of bearing the lower concentrations of Hb depends on:
• The degree and size of blood loss.
• State of tissue perfusion.
• Preexisting cardiopulmonary disease.
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BLOOD COMPONENTS

Platelet Concentrate

Unlike prior situations, whole blood is presently considered as raw material rather than transfusion medium.
Just a single sign for whole blood transfusion is exchange
transfusion. Blood component preparation was developed
in 1960 to isolate blood items from one unit whole blood
by specific apparatus called as refrigerated centrifuge.
The accessibility of multiple plastic blood collection bags
with integral tubing, blood banks, refrigerated centrifuge,
deep freezers, and platelet agitator with incubator and cell
separator machines have made the blood part treatment
simpler and functional.11-14 The preparation of transfusing
whole blood is now old-fashioned. It is instead switched
by different blood components, such as packed red cells,
leukoreduced red blood cells, platelet concentrate, fresh
frozen plasma (FFP), cryoprecipitate, cryo-poor plasma,
apheresis blood components.

In the perioperative and peripartum hemorrhage, platelet
transfusion is done when a quantitative or qualitative
platelet defect is the alleged source of bleeding. Increase
in bleeding at surgical and obstetric patients during the
platelet count is, however, unknown. In case of bleeding
patients, irrespective of the platelet count, correction of
anemia should also be deliberated as well as the avoidance
of hemorrhage. While in case of nonbleeding patients, if
stable, platelet count should be <10,000/µL; patients taking
heparin and are likely to bleed should have platelet count
of <20,000/µL; patients with intracerebral, pulmonary, and
ophthalmic hemorrhage should have the platelet count
<70,000 to 1,00,000/µL, while patients in general surgery
should have the platelet count of <50,000/µL. There might
be some allergic and febrile transfusion reactions seen in
patients with multiple transfusions.24,25

Packed Red Cells
Packed red blood cells are the one and only blood product
that provides oxygen carrying capacity and one of the
most appropriate therapy for patients who require red
blood cells due to hemorrhage. These are made after the
separation of plasma from the whole blood and are stored
at 4°C or frozen at −80°C. These are kept anticoagulated
with citrate, phosphate, and dextrose.15,16

Leukoreduced Red Blood Cells
The significance of leukoreduced blood components is
their transfusion that significantly reduces the probabilities of adverse blood transfusion reactions. A number of
research studies have confirmed this fact.17-22 In earlier
times, blood was stored and then filtered before being
released for transfusion, but presently, the ingenuous
practice of separating blood components before its
storage (prestorage filtration) counteracts accretion
of cytokines, which are generated by leukocytes in
transfusion products. This preparation suggestively
decreases the occurrence of febrile nonhemolytic transfusion reactions. There is also the presence of buffy coat
layer (that includes white cells, platelets, and debris)
which is formed between the red cells and the plasma
by centrifugation of blood. These leukoreduced blood
components are made by removing the buffy coat layer
using the blood collection bags and the vacuumized
extractors. However, there are some advantages which
include improved therapeutic sustainability of platelets
from the buffy coat layer, no chance of contamination
with lymphotropic viruses, and the better quality and
yield of components.23
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Fresh Frozen Plasma
Fresh frozen plasma is the plasma which is removed from
the whole blood within 6 hours of collection and make it
freeze at −20°C or below. It is then thawed between 30 and
37°C with an agitator. Once the thawing process is done,
it should be used within a day to obtain sufficient level
of coagulation factors V and VIII. Fresh frozen plasma
is primarily used for the replacement of the coagulation factors. There might occur some allergic and febrile
transfusion reactions.26

Cryoprecipitate
Cryoprecipitate is the precipitate or the insoluble portion
of the plasma which is left behind after the FFP has been
thawed. These precipitates consist of fibrinogen, fibronectin, factor XIII, factor VIII, and Willebrand’s factor.
They can be stored below −30°C for a year. These precipitates can be transfused immediately within 6 hours
after thawing. The major drawback is the improved risk
of hemolytic reactions due to small amounts of anti-A,
anti-B, and Rh antibodies left over in preparation, as it is
obtained from multiple donors.26

Cryo-poor Plasma
These plasmas contain all the constituents except for the
fibrinogen and factor VIII. The difference is just the levels
which are comparably lower than in others. These plasmas
have the same infection risks as that for the whole blood.27

Apheresis Blood Components
Apheresis is the medical method that utilizes the cell
separator instrumentation that includes detaching the
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whole blood from a donor and separating the blood into
individual components so that one particular component
can be detached. The residual blood components then
are restored back into the bloodstream of the patient or
donor. Apheresis is used for the collection of donor blood
components (such a platelets or plasma) as well as for the
management of different medical problems in which a
part of the blood that contains disease-infuriating components is detached. The number of platelets collected
with this technique signifies the equivalent of 4 to 6 units
of random donor platelets. These blood components are
becoming very much popular these days since it helps in
improving the blood safety by decreasing the exposure of
the donor to patient, reduced bacterial contamination, and
reduced chances of refractoriness. Moreover, platelets can
be donated twice in a period of 1 week by a single donor.28

•

•

•

•

Irradiated Blood Components
These components have gained significant importance
recently in immunosuppressed patients due to transfused
donor lymphocytes. Transfusion linked with graft versus
host disease is a rare condition but usually fatal problem
of transfusion. The disease occurs when the lymphocytes
of the donor enter and proliferate the recipient, causing
damage to the target organ, especially skin, liver, gastrointestinal tract, and the bone marrow.29

BLOOD TRANSFUSION IN MAJOR OBSTETRICS
HEMORRHAGE30-34
Severe blood loss conditions in obstetrics are mostly associated with issues, such as placenta previa, postpartum
blood loss, and surgeries. This leads to an early requirement of consultant obstetrician, anesthetist, hematologist,
and the blood bank contributions. There are no definite
guidelines for initiating red cell transfusions. Different
clinical and hematological parameters are needed to be
considered for making an appropriate decision, such as:
• Transfusion of blood is promoted when the PCV is less
than 21% (in patients without any cardiac pathology)
which is infused in a ratio of 3 volumes of crystalloid
to 1 volume of blood. Under the conditions of severe
shock, the ratio is raised up to 8:1.
• Fresh frozen plasma infusion should be considered
before one blood volume is lost.
• Earliest hemostatic abnormality is encountered with
fibrinogen deficiency condition when packed red cell
concentrates are utilized for replacing major blood
loss.
• The platelet count should be monitored, as it must not
fall below 50 × 109/mL in the acutely bleeding patient.
A platelet transfusion of 75 × 109/mL provides a safety
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margin. A platelet count of 50 × 109/mL is expected
if two blood volumes have been replaced by fluid or
red cell components.
Anti-Rh D (250 IU) is required if the platelets are Rh
D positive and the recipient is Rh D negative, but
is avoided if a cesarean hysterectomy has been performed.
The FFP and cryoprecipitate should preferably be of
the same group as the recipient. If it is not available,
then FFP of a different ABO group is acceptable if it
does not comprise a high titer anti-A or anti-B activity.
Anti-D prophylaxis is not essential if an Rh D-negative
woman receives Rh D-positive FFP or cryoprecipitate.
A combination of FFP, platelets, and cryoprecipitate
is observed in women undergoing bleeding with disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC).
Maintenance of fibrinogen levels above 1.0 gm/L
through the transfusion of FFP.
The most prominent cause of coagulopathy is dilution of coagulation factors in major blood loss conditions following red cell components transfusion and
volume replacement with crystalloid or colloid.
History of women with prolonged hypoxia, hypovolemia, or hypothermia (for instance, owing to
inadequate resuscitation), amniotic fluid embolism,
placental abruption, and preeclampsia are at higher
risk of DIC. Transfusion of FFP should be considered
among women who are at risk of DIC if hemorrhage
is otherwise difficult to control.
If there is profuse bleeding from the site associated
with trauma and oozing from the venipuncture
and intravenous line insertions sites, then DIC is
suspected. Common practice for administrating FFP
12 to 15 mL/kg for management of activated partial
thromboplastin time and prothrombin time ratios less
than 1:5 as major reason for transfusion in clotting
factors.
The recombinant factor VIIa usage is involved in treatment for life-threatening postpartum hemorrhage.
However, it should not be used in life-saving procedures like embolization or surgery, in which the patient
is to be transferred to a referral center for the same.
Blood transfusion from blood banks might cause neutrophil cytotoxicity that is a major reason for multiple
organ failure (MOF) while early transfusion is risk
factor for MOF. In moderate hemorrhagic shock with
blood loss conditions, normal saline or Ringer’s lactate
can be used for volume replacement and in massive
hemorrhagic shock, Ringer’s lactate is the most effective fluid. Replacement of colloids by crystalloids is
observed due to the colloid’s tendency of leakage from
permeable capillary membranes that worsen edema
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and impairing tissue oxygenation. Large volumes of
crystalloids have been involved in adult respiratory
distress syndrome and the abdominal compartment
syndrome that might be caused by colloids, but overall
crystalloids are effective treatment option.

COMPLICATIONS IN BLOOD TRANSFUSION35,36
Blood transfusion might be a savior, but it is not without
menaces. Recipients might develop transfusion-transmitted
infection or some immunological sequelae, such as red cell
alloimmunization in rare conditions. Thus, proper administration procedures, sampling, and crossmatch should be
taken care of in emergency situations.
• Acute hemolytic reactions occur because of immune
destruction of transfused red cells. The destruction
of donor red cells occurs within 24 hours while the
incidence is 1 in 50,000 transfusions.
• Allergic reactions might range from mild urticaria to
severe anaphylaxis. These reactions occur in 1 to 3%
of transfusions and are a response to proteins in the
donor plasma.
• Transfusion-related acute lung injury (TRALI) is a
noncardiac pulmonary edema that occurs within
6 hours of transfusion. Donor products from multiparous women are associated with TRALI and is the
leading cause of posttransfusion mortality.
• Febrile nonhemolytic transfusion reaction is the rise
of body temperature within 24 hours of transfusion.
Proposed mechanism is the release of endogenous
pyrogens or cytokines. These reactions are minimized
by using leukodepleted blood products.
• Circulatory overload is common in women with
anemia, especially with rapid transfusion. Symptoms
include tachycardia, cough, dyspnea, and hypertension.
Treatment is with diuretics. Prevention is by transfusing
small volumes of packed cells at a slow rate.
• Transfusion-related graft versus host disease is a delayed
reaction mediated by the donor lymphocytes proliferating and mounting an acute attack against the recipient’s
tissues. It is seen in immunocompromised patients
and has a high mortality rate. Prevention is by using
leukodepleted blood or irradiated blood components.

ANTENATAL ASSESSMENT OF RHESUS
HEMOLYTIC DISEASE OF NEWBORN
The major objective of antenatal assessment is to recognize women with an elevated possibility of having their
babies affected with hemolytic disease of the newborn
(HDN), so that they can be inspected during pregnancy to
evaluate the amount of involvement for proper management. Analyses should be started at about the 12th week
World Journal of Anemia, January-March 2018;2(1):16-20

of pregnancy or at the first visit to the obstetrician.37 Some
of the key points should be kept in mind while having
antenatal assessment:
• Women with the history of HDN, still-birth, hydrops
fetalis, or evidence of Rh immunization should be
closely monitored.
• Rh-positive blood transfusion might help to immunize
an Rh-negative woman.
• Sera for both Rh (D)-positive and Rh (D)-negative
women should be screened for the red cells antibodies on the 1st visit to the obstetrician and at 34 to
36 weeks of gestation.

SELECTION OF BLOOD FOR AN INTRAUTERINE
BLOOD TRANSFUSION
When fetal RBCs are being destroyed by Rh antibodies,
an intrauterine transfusion provides blood to the Rhpositive fetus. Blood transfusion is very much required to
replace the fetal red blood cells that are being destroyed
by the immune system of the Rh-sensitized mother. That
blood is known to lack HbS in order to prevent sickling
under the low oxygen tension and is being exposed to
prevent the transfusion associated graft versus host
disease in the immunologically immature fetus. Few
studies have reported that using RBCs that are antigen
matched to the mother reduces the risk of further maternal sensitization from intrauterine transfusion.38

CONCLUSION
Hemorrhagic emergencies are very much common in
obstetrics. Blood component therapy should be properly
administered for the management of specific conditions
like microvascular bleeding, coagulation factor deficiency,
and inadequate oxygen delivery. Some of the major
adverse reactions are likely to occur post transfusion, such
as graft versus host reaction, febrile reactions, allergic reactions, and acute lung injury. Suitable and well-adjusted use
of blood components is very much required for certifying
the availability for the needy as well as avoiding the risks
of transfusion-transmitted diseases and saving resources.
This can be completed by perceptive accomplishment of
guidelines for use of various blood products.
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